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lamb house,
rye.
" MY DEAR MORETON FREWEN,	July 26,  IQIO.
" I have written to Clare who beautifully wrote me about her
engagement—and I have delighted in the exquisite effusion you gave
me the privilege of reading. What a splendid spontaneous vivid
letter, full of life and youth and perception and feeling and sympathy,
and of admirable observation)
" What a joy for you to have in so delightful a daughter so delight-
ful a correspondent! It seems to me the fact of her engagement
—since you wrote—answers or forestalls many of the questions about
her future vocation, her gifts, what she had best' do,J etc. that your
letter contains. She had best' do/ it seems to me, exactly what she
is doing (I know W.S. a little) and her genius, her brilliant character
and happy imaginations—her dazzling personality, in short—will take
care of itself, of all of themselves. She will lead her life and find her
happiness, make use of her gifts and shed her beautiful influence
whatever scheme you may conceive for her. So be happy and con-
fident yourself, and let her mother be, in the good fortune of having
so radiant and interesting a daughter. I shall take the liveliest and
most affectionate interest in whatever stage of her future I may be
' spared ' to witness.
" It strikes me that she will make, in the way of contributing to
the illustration of ' heredity/ etc., a most interesting marriage.
May all good go with it.
" What good times you have, you and she, anyway. Your letter
from Vancouver reflects felicity and observations on the joie de vivre
almost as much as hers from almost uncannily vivid and vertiginous
Anacapri, where I too have stayed with poor, strange and interesting
and stricken Munthe,
" I am yours and Mrs. Frewen's and the shining maiden's all faith-
fully ever,
henry  james/'
Barely two weeks had elapsed since my Roman parting
with Munthe, and his advice was still ringing in my ears:
I must get married. But I never dreamed of marrying Wilfred.
That dream had been, as I thought, completely killed years
ago. I was sure I no longer cared, though it was evident that
I could not care for anyone else. Life had made me contemp-
tuous of sentiment. I no longer believed one had to be in
love to be happy, my intention therefore was to accept an
invitation to Holland, jrhere an old castle rising out of two
moats stood waiting to welcome me as a bride. The project
had been simmering in my mind for more than a year, and
Munthe's power of suggestion decided me. My mother was
so pleased that she forgot her anger over my dawdling in Italy.
We left Brede (it was the longest day of June) and stopped
a night in London on our way. As we no longer had a London

